Background: Air pollution cohort studies are frequently analyzed in two stages, first modeling exposure then using predicted exposures to estimate health effects in a second regression model. The difference between predicted and unobserved true exposures introduces a form of measurement error in the second stage health model. Recent methods for spatial data correct for measurement error with a bootstrap and by requiring the study design ensure spatial compatibility, that is, monitor and subject locations are drawn from the same spatial distribution. These methods have not previously been applied to spatiotemporal exposure data. Methods: We analyzed the association between fine particulate matter (PM 2.5 ) and birth weight in the US state of Georgia using records with estimated date of conception during 2002-2005 (n = 403,881). We predicted trimester-specific PM 2.5 exposure using a complex spatiotemporal exposure model. To improve spatial compatibility, we restricted to mothers residing in counties with a PM 2.5 monitor (n = 180,440). We accounted for additional measurement error via a nonparametric bootstrap. Results: Third trimester PM 2.5 exposure was associated with lower birth weight in the uncorrected (−2.4 g per 1 μg/m 3 difference in exposure; 95% confidence interval [CI]: −3.9, −0.8) and bootstrap-corrected
(−2.5 g, 95% CI: −4.2, −0.8) analyses. Results for the unrestricted analysis were attenuated (-0.66 g, 95% CI: −1.7, 0.35). Conclusions: This study presents a novel application of measurement error correction for spatiotemporal air pollution exposures. Our results demonstrate the importance of spatial compatibility between monitor and subject locations and provide evidence of the association between air pollution exposure and birth weight.
(Epidemiology 2017;28: 338-345)
A ir pollution epidemiology studies of ambient outdoor pollution frequently make use of predicted exposures through a two-stage procedure. First, a spatial or spatiotemporal model is developed using monitoring data from regulatory networks to predict exposures. Next, health outcomes are regressed on the predicted exposure and confounder variables in a second model. The use of predicted exposures in the health model can introduce measurement error in coefficient estimates. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Traditional measurement error is classified into classical error, in which the measured value is an error-prone version of true exposure, and Berkson error, in which the measured value is a smoothed version of true exposure. 9 For predicted spatial exposures in air pollution epidemiology, two similar types of measurement error arise. Reduced variability in exposure predictions, due to smoothing in the exposure regression model, induces Berkson-like error that can underinflate standard errors and, for some exposure models, induce bias in the point estimate. 2, 5, 8 Classical-like error arises from having a finite number of monitors for building an exposure model, which results in variability in the exposure model parameter estimates and can induce bias and impact standard errors. 2 Regression calibration 9 is a standard approach to measurement error correction, which uses validation data to estimate the relationship between the true exposure and the error-prone measurement and then corrects bias in regression coefficients estimated from the primary data. Although mathematically one can view the two-stage exposure and health modeling paradigm as a specific form of regression calibration, with the monitor data used as external validation data for calibrating geographic covariates, 10 the spatial or spatiotemporal nature of the data and practical sample size considerations imply that further correction is needed for the residual classical-and Berkson-like error. 11 The paradigm for modeling the exposure surface determines the appropriate method for accounting for the induced measurement error. If the exposure surface is assumed to be random with fixed monitor and cohort locations, such as in the classical formulation of kriging problems, 12 then a parametric bootstrap, or a similar approximate procedure, can be used to correctly remove bias and adjust standard errors. 2 A second approach to measurement error correction under this paradigm is the spatial simulation extrapolation method developed by Alexeeff et al., 7 which introduces additional measurement error into simulated datasets and then calculates a back-transformed value that corresponds to no measurement error.
An alternative paradigm considers the exposure surface as fixed, with the locations of monitors and subjects providing the sampling variability. 5, 8 In studies with long-term exposures, the fixed surface paradigm better reflects the frequentist sampling nature of the study, in that replicate experiments would involve different subjects at different locations, and possibly different monitor locations, but not a different longterm pollution concentration surface. Szpiro and Paciorek 5 outlined the conditions necessary for consistent estimation of a health association using predicted exposures under the fixed surface paradigm with unlimited monitoring data. An important criterion is spatial compatibility, which means that the monitor and cohort locations are samples from identical, or at least very similar, spatial distributions. This presents a challenge to air pollution epidemiology studies in which monitoring data are limited by regulatory siting procedures while cohort data are collected independently. Szpiro and Paciorek 5 suggest excluding exposure or outcome data as one way to improve spatial compatibility.
Improving spatial compatibility reduces bias from Berkson-like error, but bias may still exist from classical-like error with finite monitoring data. For both types of error, corrections must still be made for incorrect estimates of the standard error. 5 Under the fixed surface paradigm, a nonparametric bootstrap that resamples monitors and subjects provides an appropriate method to estimate bias and corrected standard errors. 5 While these measurement error correction methods are well developed for long-term spatial exposures, they have not been applied to spatiotemporal exposures that vary across space and in time. In the spatiotemporal setting, the fixed surface paradigm extends to a setting in which the threedimensional exposure "surface" is fixed, meaning that pollutant concentrations do not change in repeat experiments, but the location, time, and duration of observations may change due to monitor placement in space and time.
In this article, we extend these measurement error correction methods to an analysis of ambient fine particulate matter (PM 2.5 ; particles less than 2.5 μm in aerodynamic diameter) and birth weight in a cohort from the US state of Georgia. Exposure to ambient PM 2.5 during pregnancy has been associated with low birth weight in many studies, although the estimates reported in the literature are heterogeneous. [13] [14] [15] [16] In birth outcome studies, estimates of time-varying exposures are needed for specific pregnancy windows using reported gestational age and birth date. Other than the study of Alexeeff et al., 7 who applied spatial simulation extrapolation to spatial exposure models to correct for measurement error in a Massachusetts birth cohort, published studies of birth weight and PM 2.5 have not accounted for exposure measurement error. Here, we extend bootstrap-based measurement error correction methods to spatiotemporal exposures at the trimester scale and compare the results obtained from applying different correction approaches.
METHODS

Study Population
We obtained vital record data for births from the Office of Health Information and Policy (OHIP), Georgia Division of Public Health. The study cohort included all singleton, full-term (gestational age ≥37 weeks) births without major structural congenital birth defects and with conception date between 1 January 2002 and 31 December 2005 to mothers ages 15 to 44 (n = 442,436). Gestational age was defined according to date of last menstrual period, and date of conception was estimated by adding 14 days to the date of last menstrual period. We limited the study cohort to births to nonHispanic white, non-Hispanic black, and Hispanic mothers. Each record was geocoded to one of the 4,788 Census 2000 block groups in Georgia by OHIP using maternal residential address at delivery. After removing records with incomplete covariate information, 403,881 birth records were available for analysis (Figure 1 ). This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Emory University.
Exposure Prediction
To predict trimester-specific ambient PM 2.5 exposures for each maternal record, we fit a spatiotemporal model for PM 2.5 with 2-week temporal and 1 km grid cell spatial resolution. The PM 2.5 modeling region included all of Georgia and portions of surrounding states ( Figure 2) . We divided the monitoring domain into 598,320 1 km grid cells to accommodate gridded covariate information.
We obtained daily 24-hour average PM 2.5 concentrations from the EPA Air Quality System (http://www.epa.gov/aqs) for 74 Federal Reference Method monitors ( Figure 2 ). We aggregated the daily measurements to 2-week average concentrations, dropping 2-week averages derived from fewer than four measurements. For modeling, monitor values were assigned to the center of the grid cell containing the monitor. We obtained measurements of average elevation within each grid cell from the national elevation database (http://ned.usgs.gov). We computed the average percent forest cover using data from the National Land Cover Database (http://www.mrlc.gov) and the total road length within each grid cell from ESRI Streetmap road data (Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc., Redland, CA). We calculated the distance to emissions point sources using data from the 2002 National Emissions Inventory report. Two-week average values of temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity were calculated at each grid cell for the entire study period, as described by Hu et al. 17 The hierarchical spatiotemporal model for outdoor ambient PM 2.5 can be written as follows: term. [18] [19] [20] [21] This model is implemented in the SpatioTemporal package in R. 22 The long-term mean component included percent forest cover and distance to emissions sources as covariates and a spatially correlated error structure, parameterized as an exponential covariance with range and sill. The time trend was estimated from observations at the Air Quality System monitors. 21, 23 The trend coefficients had a mean depending on elevation, forest cover, local and highway road length, and a spatially correlated error structure.
We evaluated the predictive accuracy of the model using leave-one-out cross-validation, a procedure that involves leaving out one monitor location at a time and refitting the model using all remaining monitors. We quantified cross-validation performance via mean-squared error-based R 2 , 18,19 root meansquared error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE). We computed these measures with 2-week values, which incorporate spatial and temporal variability, and with nonoverlapping 12-week averages, to better reflect the trimester exposures of interest.
We predicted 2-week average concentrations of ambient PM 2.5 at grid cell locations across the modeling domain for the period 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2006. Ambient concentrations at each census block group were assigned based on the value of the grid cell containing the block group, and so each birth record linked to a single block group had the same exposure. Trimester average exposures were computed for each record by assigning trimester start and end dates to nearest 2-week modeling period and averaging predicted exposures for the corresponding block group between these dates.
Epidemiologic Analysis
The spatial distribution of births ( Figure 1 ) encompasses a much broader area of the state than is covered by the PM 2.5 monitors (Figure 2 ), although most monitors are in counties with high birth counts. The siting guidelines for PM 2.5 monitors favor areas of high population density, 24 but also include criteria addressing areas of high pollution levels and locations near important sources. Therefore, we do not regard the spatial distributions of monitor and subject locations as equivalent. To improve spatial compatibility between the distributions of monitor locations and maternal residences, we restricted our primary analysis to births to mothers residing in a county with a monitor, which left 180,440 records for analysis. As a sensitivity analysis, we also fit the health model using records from all counties, which we expect to suffer from measurement error due to spatial incompatibility between the subjects and the monitors.
We modeled birth weight as a continuous outcome in a linear regression model with trimester PM 2.5 exposure as the covariate of interest. Following the study of Darrow et al., 25 we included indicators for maternal education (less than 9th grade, 9th through 12th grade, high school diploma or equivalent, some college or higher), maternal race, reported tobacco and alcohol use during pregnancy, and county as potential confounders. We included natural cubic splines for the potential confounders census block group percent below poverty (3 degrees of freedom [df]), conception date (16 df), and maternal age (3 df) and its interaction with maternal race. Due to their strong relationship with birth weight, we included indicators for infant sex, gestational week, and being firstborn.
We conducted a sensitivity analysis that varied the extent of temporal adjustment in the birth weight model by increasing the degrees of freedom in the spline for conception date. We explored possible nonlinearity in the association between PM 2.5 and birth weight by representing PM 2.5 via a spline term in the birth weight model.
Nonparametric Bootstrap
The restriction of the study cohort to subjects residing in a county with a monitor provides one correction for measurement error, by approximately matching the distribution of subject and monitor locations to improve spatial compatibility. To address remaining measurement error, we implemented a nonparametric bootstrap that extends the method of Szpiro and Paciorek 5 to spatiotemporal data. The nonparametric bootstrap resamples monitor locations to reflect variation in the predicted exposure surface derived from different monitor locations and resamples birth records to capture sampling variability in the epidemiologic analysis arising from different subjects. The procedure can be outlined as follows: This procedure was repeated 5,000 times. If a monitor was selected more than once, we jittered its location by up to 300 m to avoid model-fitting problems arising from exact colocation. eAppendix 1 (http://links.lww.com/EDE/B164) provides code demonstrating this procedure.
We used the average PM 2.5 coefficient from the bootstrap datasets to estimate bias in the association estimate from the primary model. 26 The empirical standard error of the bootstrap point estimates was used to estimate the standard error of the bias-corrected estimate.
Parameter Bootstrap
We conducted a sensitivity analysis to examine an alternative measurement error correction method that assumes a random spatiotemporal surface paradigm for PM 2.5 concentrations. For this analysis, we implemented the parameter bootstrap, which is a computational approximation to the parametric bootstrap. 2 The parameter bootstrap holds locations and birth records fixed and simulates new exposures and monitor observations. This procedure can be outlined as follows:
1. Simulate new monitor observations and "true" grid cell concentrations using the spatiotemporal exposure model with parameter estimates from the original data. 2. Estimate the spatiotemporal exposure model parameters using the simulated monitor observations. 3. Make new predictions of 2-week average PM 2.5 concentrations at each grid cell center. 4. Simulate a new birth weight for each record from the "true" exposure at the corresponding grid cell and all other covariates, using the coefficients from the original health model fit. 5. Fit a regression model using the simulated birth weights and all covariates as in the original analysis.
The bootstrap point estimates are used to bias-correct the original estimate and estimate its standard error in the same manner as the nonparametric bootstrap.
RESULTS
Mean birth weight for infants in the restricted cohort was 3,355 g (SD of 465 g), compared with 3,368 g (SD: 466 g) in the statewide cohort. Mothers in the restricted cohort had a higher prevalence of self-reported tobacco use during pregnancy and were more likely to be non-Hispanic black than mothers in the statewide cohort ( Table 1) .
The number of 2-week observations at PM 2.5 monitoring sites during the study period ranged from 5 to 156, with a median of 89 observations. The mean of the 2-week concentrations at each monitoring site ranged from 10.0 to 18. Predicted PM 2.5 exposure was highest during the third trimester for the restricted cohort (mean of 14.6 μg/m 3 ), because births were most frequent in the summer months, when PM 2.5 concentrations were also highest. In all trimesters, the mean exposure was higher for the restricted cohort than for the statewide cohort (Table 2) . Correlations between exposures in consecutive trimesters, without controlling for seasonality, were small (0.26-0.39), while exposures in the first and third trimester were negatively correlated. Differences in predicted exposure across space can be seen in Figure 3 , which shows the long-term average prediction at each block group.
In births to mothers living in a county with a PM 2.5 monitor, a difference of 1 μg/m 3 in ambient PM 2.5 during the first, second, and third trimesters was associated with differences in birth weight of −1.5 g (95% confidence interval [CI]: −3.1, 0.1), −1.6 g (95% CI: −3.2, 0.1), and −2.4 g (95% CI: −3.9, −0.8), respectively, when no bootstrap correction was made ( Table 3 ). The nonparametric bootstrap-corrected estimates for each trimester were −1.5 g (95% CI: −3.2, 0.1), −1.6 g (95% CI: −3.3, 0.0), and −2.5 g (95% CI: −4.2, −0.8), respectively. The bootstrap-corrected standard error for the third trimester was 0.85 g, compared with 0.78 g in the uncorrected analysis. In contrast to the nonparametric bootstrap, the parameter bootstrap results showed little bias in the point estimates but much larger underinflation in the standard errors. For the third trimester, the parameter bootstrap-corrected estimate was −2.4 g with a standard error of 0.92 g.
In the sensitivity analysis that included births from all counties, the estimated associations for all trimesters were attenuated. The estimates for second and third trimester exposure were similar (−0.62 [95% CI: −1.7, 0.45] and −0.66 [95% CI: −1.7, 0.35] g per 1 μg/m 3 , respectively), and the association for the first trimester was weaker and had opposite sign (0.28 g per 1 μg/m 3 ). The standard errors for these estimates were much smaller (0.51-0.55) than those from the analysis of the restricted cohort. As a further sensitivity analysis, we applied the bootstrap correction methods to the statewide dataset. The results, provided in eTable 2 (http://links.lww.com/ EDE/B164), are similar to the uncorrected statewide estimates.
Sensitivity analyses for increased temporal adjustment did not yield substantively different estimates for the association of interest (see eTable 3; http://links.lww.com/EDE/ B164). There was no evidence that the PM 2.5 -birth weight association was nonlinear.
DISCUSSION
We have presented an approach for correcting for measurement error induced by using predicted spatiotemporal pollutant exposures in regression models. Using Georgia birth records, we demonstrated these methods in an analysis of the association between birth weight and ambient fine particulate matter. To improve spatial compatibility between the monitor and subject location distributions, we restricted the analysis to births to mothers residing in a county with a monitor. We observed a strong association between third trimester exposure and reduced birth weight. This association was robust to further correction for measurement error from a nonparametric bootstrap.
The large difference in point estimates between the primary analysis of the restricted cohort and the sensitivity analysis of the statewide cohort highlights the importance of accounting for spatial compatibility in air pollution epidemiology studies. However, the small number of monitors makes it difficult to be certain of the true extent of spatial incompatibility and our success in correcting it by restricting the cohort. Theoretical results of Szpiro and Paciorek 5 established the importance of spatial compatibility when using unpenalized spatial splines, but this study suggests that it is an important condition for spatiotemporal kriging models as well.
Within the restricted cohort analysis, the nonparametric bootstrap showed different amounts of measurement error between trimesters. The slight bias in the first trimester estimate is within the range of simulation error expected for the number of bootstrap replications. Although the magnitudes of the absolute bias in the second and third trimester estimates differed (0.08 and 0.14 g, respectively), their relative biases were quite similar (5.1% and 5.9%, respectively). Bias due to classical-like measurement error has been shown to be multiplicative for unpenalized spatial spline exposure models under the fixed surface paradigm, 5 and these results suggest this may also hold for spatiotemporal kriging models.
The contrasting results from the parameter bootstrap and nonparametric bootstrap corrections demonstrate the importance of the assumed underlying framework for the exposure surface across space. The trimester-length averaging period is long enough that we believe long-term geographical and commercial features and seasonal meteorology determine the average concentrations and therefore the fixed spatiotemporal surface paradigm is appropriate. Under this paradigm, we do not assume that the statistical model can fully represent the underlying spatiotemporal surface. Resampling of the monitor locations and times leads to spatially-and temporally-varying bias, but the finite variability in the underlying surface limits variation between predicted exposures derived from different monitor locations and times. Thus, we expect the nonparametric bootstrap to partition measurement error into both bias and increased variability of the point estimate. In contrast, the random surface paradigm assumes a correctly specified exposure model that varies across studies due to different realizations of a spatiotemporal process. We expect that the parameter bootstrap, which simulates new observations from the model, to identify additional variability in the point estimate but little bias.
The birth weight results of this analysis are consistent with previously reported findings that corrected for exposure measurement error. In an analysis of a Massachusetts birth cohort from 2008, Alexeeff et al. 7 found that a 1 μg/m 3 difference in ambient PM 2.5 exposure during the third trimester All models are adjusted for gestational week, infant sex, being firstborn, maternal age, maternal race, maternal education, maternal tobacco and alcohol use during pregnancy, census tract poverty, county, and conception date.
b Restricted cohort limited to births to mothers residing in a county with a PM 2.5 monitor.
was associated with 3.5 g lower birth weight. This difference increased in magnitude to 4.9 g lower birth weight when they applied their spatial simulation extrapolation measurement error correction method. Unlike our approach, they corrected exposures estimated from averages of independent monthly spatial exposure models instead of correcting predictions from a spatiotemporal model.
Although our correction methods address measurement error introduced from the use of predicted exposures, they do not account for all sources of measurement error, particularly factors that influence the relationship between ambient level and personal exposure. For example, maternal residential mobility may introduce measurement error when exposures are assigned based on address at delivery, 27, 28 although a recent study suggests this impact may be limited. 29 For mothers who do not move during pregnancy, the assignment of each birth record to a location at the resolution of census block group potentially introduces exposure misclassification because this location may not well reflect the daily activity pattern of the mother. Although the spatiotemporal modeling framework provides more spatially refined estimates of exposure than using assignment to values at a central site, the 1 km grid cannot capture fine-scale gradients below this resolution. However, particulate matter concentrations (PM 2.5 and coarser fractions) tend to be more spatially homogeneous than primary pollutants such as NO 2 , so this may not substantively impact inference. [30] [31] [32] Less daily mobility in the final weeks before birth may reduce this source of measurement error in the third trimester analysis. In general, these sources of measurement error could affect both point estimates and standard errors, and are difficult to correct for without further individual-level information.
We believe we have adequately accounted for residual temporal confounding, as the results did not change substantively when additional degrees of freedom were added to the temporal adjustment; however, some residual within-county spatial confounding might be present. The regression model for birth weight does not include several potentially confounding maternal factors for which information was not available, including illicit drug use, stress, and socioeconomic differences beyond education level and census tract level poverty measures. 33 We controlled for gestational age in the analyses because preterm birth is a complex disease with multiple causes that exhibits strong socioeconomic and spatial patterning at the population level. 34 As reduced birth weight shares many of these same causes, we hope to have limited the potential for bias from spatial confounding by controlling for gestational age. Furthermore, gestational age is very strongly correlated with birth weight, and controlling for gestational age greatly improves the precision of the association estimates. The restriction of the cohort to full-term, live births without structural defects could potentially introduce some collider stratification bias in an estimate of the association between particulate matter and birth weight. However, most of the variability in gestational age is caused by factors other than ambient particulate matter concentrations, so the magnitude of this potential collider bias would likely be small.
While the restriction to births to mothers residing in counties with a monitor reduces measurement error by improving spatial compatibility, it also results in the analysis being performed on a subset of the population. Regulatory monitors tend to be sited near urban areas, and the restricted cohort differed from the statewide cohort in racial composition and tobacco use. As such, the effect estimates from the restricted cohort analysis likely better represent the associations in urban areas than for Georgia as a whole. Methods exist for generalizing these results to the full state population, 35, 36 but they rely on strong assumptions about the relationships between PM 2.5 , birth weight, and measured covariates that we do not make here. The tradeoff between reducing measurement error and analyzing only a subset of the larger population is an important challenge facing birth cohort studies. Supplemental air quality monitoring provides one approach to mitigating this challenge, 37 but can be prohibitively difficult for large cohorts. Satellite-based measurements of surrogate exposure are becoming more widely used in areas with limited monitoring, but do not directly solve the problem of limited monitoring data because satellite measurements require ground-based monitoring data for calibration. 17, 38 Furthermore, other sources of measurement error discussed above, such as variability in daily activity patterns, would remain.
In summary, we extended bootstrap correction methods to spatiotemporal exposures to further reduce measurement error and improve inference about health effects of environmental exposures. We analyzed a restricted cohort to reduce measurement error, and we demonstrated the importance of spatial compatibility between subject and monitor locations. Our results support an association between third trimester ambient fine particulate matter exposure and reduced birth weight.
